
Maundy Thursday Homily 2021 

The Sunday before last we were all required to fill in the national census.  You may 

recall it takes place every 10 years and it is mandated – commanded that we all should 

fill it in and do so accurately.  You may also remember the huge advertising campaign 

that went with it to justify to us the purpose of such an exercise – provision of national 

and local service focussing on our well-being and need.   If our culture was more 

compliant with national Mandate – such a load of advertising would not have been 

necessary.  You know that Maundy as in Maundy Thursday comes from the word 

Mandate – to command.  Now with reference to the census I’m not suggesting that we 
are a lawless nation and culture.  However it is in our DNA that we do not like being 

told what to do.   

There was just over a year ago great concern that we would not comply with the 

lockdown rules and yet by and large most most of the time have been compliant and 

seen the purpose of such rules.  Behaviouial psychologist have constantly warned 

against highlighting the covidiots as they have been named the lockdown breakers 

rather than highlighting the broad consensus and compliance – even where common 

sense seems to have been tested.  I suspect most of us have applied some common 

sense in our individual compliance.  In so doing we have probably been saying I don’t 
like being told what to do unless I see the point.   

Its been a long year – this time last year Thursdays we were all encouraged – not 

commanded to come out on a Thursday evening and clap for carers.  I know quite a 

few carers who were grateful and also those who felt hypocrisy and self righteousness 

were a tad apparent too.  I did myself ask last year: Will the applause the bells and 

one-upmanship fireworks of Thursday night have real meaning for us in a few months, 

years or decades to come? We will still value the ordinary after the crisis is past - it is a 

big question. 

Let me return to the census.  One of questions and a key one for us was what religion 

are you.  One of the options was of course “none” 

Now I am sure when the results are published that the majority of the population will 

have ticked the “none” box.  A few days ago I read an interesting article by John Harris 
of the Guardian. It was entitled “How do faithless people like me make sense of this 

past year of covid?”  essentially the article laments the sense of doing things together, 
of ritual and having a common reference for the big issues of life – not least death 

itself.  

One of the problems with the article as with the census is that he equates faith and 

religion. I suspect many people who have a sense of faith would have not liked having 

to tick a religion box.  It is a loaded word and strikes not just at our modern sense of 



liberalism but our cultural default which is not caring for being told what to do and 

religion is often seen as just that – do this don’t do that.  

Now in my life not least working in the secular world of the military I come across many 

people of all ages whose opening line or two is “I’m not religious but ….” The 
qualification usually includes faith values and often belief in God, but religion no.  

Jesus understands such more than I can express.  He came to restore our relationship 

with God in a world where the political world of Rome mandated and you obeyed or 

lost your life, sadly we still see such political regimes in our own world today – ask the 

Uighers of China and too many other.  He came to restore our relationship with God in 

a world where the religious elite interpreted who and what was clean and unclean in or 

out of the Kingdom.  Sadly we still see such like in our world today – ask the Christians 

throughout the middle-east.  What these two interacting worlds of Jesus’s time had in 

common was that the served themselves first and others were to do the same.  

Jesus does not change the law and the prophets he is fulfilment and restoration.  

Politics and religion are not bad per se they may be good in so far as they reflect God’s 

purpose and not their own.  

Consequently, Jesus offers very few commandments or mandates for us to follow but 

every other one must derive from them.  At the heart of his summary of the law is love. 

Love God and neighbour as self.  Leave God out of it and self-love will creep in.  

Tonight we have two commandments which go hand in glove.  They are not mandates 

from Whitehall with a glossy advertising campaign – they are spoken and then 

demonstrated.   

The familiar religious ritual of the Passover meal is given a new meaning as bread and 

wine are taken and simple bread and wine become a foretaste and for us now a 

reminder of God’s sacrificial love for us – he doesn’t just tell but shows.  He takes a 
political ritual – the lowest in the house would normally do it – he takes a towel and 

water and washes their feet – saying love and serve one another as I have loved and 

serve you.  

We are not called to slavishly follow religious rules but express our faith in the living 

God who calls us to love as he has loved us in Christ. We are not called to tick a 

religious box we are called to follow a way of life that is based in such love.  We don’t 
always get it right of course – but that is for tomorrow. For tonight let us rejoice that 

God in Christ doesn’t just mandate or command us but shows us.  

 


